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This invention relates to electric signal sys 
tems and transmitters and receivers therefor, and 
more particularly to systems wherein a large 
number of transmitters on the same circuit are 
prevented from interfering with each other, and 
are successively operated when more than one 
are Waiting at the same time to operate, though 
it is noted that in some of the claims the inven 
tion is not limited to systems of the non-inter 
fering type. 
One object of the invention is to provide an 

improved system of this kind in which the trans 
mitters are provided with motors operated from 
the central Source of current at the receiving sta 
tion, and wherein the motor is operated by cur 
rent impulses and operates means for varying the 
strength of these impulses for sending code sig 
nals. 
Other objects of the invention are to provide, 

in a system of this kind, improved signal means : 
for indicating grounds and line breaks. 

Additional objects of the invention are to im 
prove generally the simplicity and efficiency of 
Such Systems and apparatus and to provide an 
apparatus of this kind which is reliable in oper 
ation, and economical to manufacture and install. 

Still other objects of the invention will appear 
as the description proceeds; and while herein de 
tails of the invention are described in the speci 
fication and some of the claims, the invention is 
not limited to these, since many and various 
changes may be made without departing from 
the scope of the invention as claimed in the 
broader claims. 
The inventive features for the accomplishment 

of these and other objects are shown herein in 
connection with a positive non-interfering suc 
cessive signalling system which briefly stated, in 
cludes first and second lines extending respec 
tively from the first and second terminals of a 
current source, at a control station, and thence 
past a plurality of transmitters, the lines being 
connected by a resistance at the outer ends. 
Each transmitter comprises a motor and a 

starting means for starting the motor, which is 
adapted to be connected through a rectifier be 
tWeen said lines. A code means is operated by 
the motor to connect said lines together through 
unequal resistances alternately; and means op 
erated by Said motor connects the lines and 
breaks the one line beyond the connection, there 
by to change the rate of current flow in the lines 
at the control station. Said current change sets 
in operation a motor current supply means, and 
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of Said lines with the source to change the polar 
ity. A marginal coding means is provided at the 
Control station in circuit with one of said lines. 
The change in polarity prevents the starting 

means for other transmitters from receiving cur 
rent for starting their motors, thus to prevent in 
terference. The break beyond said connection 
established in the started transmitter shuts out 
more remote transmitters. Thus when a plural 
ity of transmitters are waiting to start, the one 
nearest the current source can start first. 
In the accompanying drawing showing, by way 

of example, One of many possible embodiments of 
the invention, the figure shows a diagram of the 
whole System, the normally disengaged contacts 
being shown in outline with uninked intra-mar 
ginal part, while the normally engaged contacts 
are shown in solid black throughout. 

The supervisory system. 
The line circuit of the system is normally su 

pervised for breaks and grounds. The super 
Visory circuit can be traced from plus through 
relay winding R through the left hand winding 
of break detector relay B, contact 2 of relay. U 
through line R and the various transmitters 5, 6, 

connected to the line. The internal circuit 
through the transmitter 5 can be traced from 
terminal Ra through conductor 8 back contact 
Mb of cam contact assembly M, back contact Ab, 
outgoing terminal Rb. At the end of the line a 
resistor RE2 connects the R line to the I line. 
The Supervisory circuit extends through the L. 
line back to the central station, then through 
contact 4 of relay U, right hand winding of relay 
B, the winding of relay R2, conductor 0 to 
minus battery. The two windings of break de 
tector relay B are arranged to add, holding this 
relay energized by the Supervisory current. If 
a break in the line occurs, relay B deenergizes 
and gives an indication by closing its back con 
tact to a buzzer or light (not shown). 

For ground Supervision, relay G is provided 
connected to the center of battery and through 
contact 8 of relay U to a ground. If a ground 
occurs on either of the two line wires R or L, 
current will flow through the ground relay G and 
operate it, giving an audible or Visible indication. 

The transmitters 
Each transmitter consists of a step by step 

device S operated by two individual magnets Sa, 
Sb, so arranged that the associated ratchet wheel 
2 is advanced by the pawl 2' on the release of 

a reversing means for reversing the connection the spring retracted member 3 having a lost mo 
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tion connection 4 With the armature 5 which 
is common to the two magnets. The ratchet 
Wheel drives two control cams m and t and a 
code wheel c. The armature in addition to op 
erating the ratchet wheel operates armature con 
tact A during its initial motion. The lost motion 
arrangement insures that the main load repre 
sented by the ratchet mechanism 2, 2’ is not 
picked up until after the operation of armature 
contact Ab, for reasons which will be apparent 
later. - - 
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The device that is supervised by each trans 
mitter is arranged to operate a single-pole, double 
throw switch D, shown in the normal condition. 
If an abnormal condition occurs, the transfer ele 
ment of Switch. D is actuated to the other posi 
tion, closing a circuit for the operation of the 
associated transmitter. This can be traced as 
follows: from plus battery through relay winding 
Rf, left hand winding of relay B, contact 2 of re 
lay U, line R, through intermediate transmitters 
if they are interposed between the central office 
and the transmitter under consideration, through 
resistance RE, a cold cathode vacuum tube 8, 
terminal S, the normally open side d. of Switch 
D, conductor d2, back contact Tb of cam contact 
aSSembly T, back contact. Cb of the code wheel 
contact assembly C, left hand magnet coil. Sb to 
line L. from which minus polarity is obtained 
through contact 4 of relay U, right hand winding 
of relay B and the coil of relay R2. This provides 
the ignition circuit for the cold cathode tube i8 
which starts the current through the main gap 
thereof which is shunted around resistance R.E. 
This current may or may not be of sufficient in 
tensity to operate magnet S completely. How 
ever it is capable of causing contact Ab, Alf to 
be operated. The normally open contact. Af, now 
closed, shunts the cold cathode tube, through 
conductor 8, contacts Mb, Af, conductor 9, con 
tact Cb, coil Sb, thereby eliminating the tube 
from the circuit. Contact. Ab, on opening, breaks 
the line L. beyond the transmitter 5 preventing 
other transmitters 6,7 further on the line from starting. 

Control station operation. 
The increased current caused by the connec 

tion of magnet S in the line circuit operates pri 
mary marginal relays R and R2 which close 
their contacts and operate relay ST. The circuit 
can be traced from minus through contact of 
relay R2, contact f of relay R, left hand winding 
of relay ST to plus. It is noted that closure of 
contacts of both relays R and R2 is necessary to : 
Operate relay ST. This is to prevent a false 
start if an accidental ground should cause a cur 
rent Strong enough to operate one of these relays. 
Relay ST operates, shunting out the coils of 

relays B, R. and R2, and locks in to minus 
through its contact and contact 5 of relay U and 
contacts of relaySP and Qin multiple, and also 
closes its contacts 2 and 3, thus shunting out the 
coils of relays B, R. and R2. Contact 4 of re 
lay ST closes a circuit from plus through a re 
sistor 2, the winding of main pulsing relay P to 
negative, energizing this relay. When contact 3 
of relay P opens auxiliary pulsing relay Q be 
comes not shunted and can likewise operate 
through resistor 22 and an obvious circuit. Re 
lay Q by closing its contact 2 shunts the coil of 
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relay P and contact it8 of relay Q through con 
ductor 23 to plus, thus energizing relay U after 

... a half cycle of the operation of relays P and Q. 
Relay U transfers the line R, to the coil of coding 
relay K through contact f of relay U. The other 
side of coil K is connected through the right hand 
winding of relay ST and contact 2 of relay P to 
negative. This contact however is open at the 
present time. The line L is transferred through 
contact 3 of relay U to plus. As will be noticed 
the line circuit is open at this particular time 
causing the transmitter step device S to release its 
armature and advance the ratchet wheel and as 
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relay P causing it to deenergize after a short in 
terval of time. As relay P closes its contact 4, 
reversing relay U is energized from minus through 
conductor - 0, the coil of relay U, contact 4 of 75 

5 mitter. 

sociated camshaft 30 one step. 
The step device operates the master can con 

tact assembly M to close normal open contact Mf, 
establishing a permanent shunt through con 
ductors 8 and Sand contact C around the tube 
and opening the line R beyond the transmitter. 
Subsequent operation of armature contact A will 
have no result. 
After a short interval of time the shunt across 

the coil of relay. Q applied by contact 3 of relay 
P becomes effective, causing relay Q to release. 
This relay opens its contact 2 allowing relay P to 
reenergize. This completes one cycle of the op 
eration of relays P and Q which continue to op 
erate in the manner described above for the dura 
tion of the signal transmitted. When relay P 
picks up Subsequent to the operation of relay U, 
negative polarity is applied to the line R through 
contact 2 of relay P, right hand winding of relay 
ST through the coil of relay K and contact of 
relay U again completing the circuit for the trans 

It will be noticed, however, that because 
of the operation of contacts and 3 of relay U, 
the current flowing is of opposite polarity. The 
purpose of this is to prevent from starting other 
transmitters located between the operating trans 
mitter and the central office, as current of oppo 
site polarity will be prevented from flowing by the 
associated cold cathode tube 8 of any of said 
other transmitters which tube only passes cur 
rent in one direction. Other types of rectifiers 
Such, for instance, as those of the copper oxide 
type or other suitable type could also be used for 
this purpose. 

Transmitter operation - 

As impulses from relay Pare transmitted to the 
actuated transmitter, its cam shaft will be ad 
Vanced step by step. The code is transmitted in 
accordance with the teeth of its code wheel Which 
operate the transfer element of contact C when 
the associated pen spring is thrown up by a tooth. 
In that case, the right hand magnet coil Sa is 
cut in through conductor 3 instead of the left 
hand magnet coil Sb. This magnet coil Sa is 
capable of causing the stepping of ratchet Wheel 
2, but has a much lower resistance and thereby 

increases the current flow in the coding circuit 
to Such a value that relay K is operated and clos 
ing its contact operates the recording register 
32 through an obvious circuit. The code as rep 
resented by the code wheel will thereby be re 
corded on the register. 

It will be noticed that the locking circuit for 
the left hand winding of relay ST is open when 
both contacts of relays. P and Q are open, 
which occurs during the transmission of a line 
impulse. At this time, relay ST is dependent on 
the line current flowing through its right hand 
Winding and relay K for retaining its armature 
energized. In the illustrated transmitter, the 
code wheel c is provided with two sets of teeth, 
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each characteristic of the device controlling 
switch D, the second set having an additional 
tooth or group of teeth representing the restora 
tion of the device to normal. 
When the transmitter has completed its first 

signal, the cam m has moved a half rotation and 
the notch m2 allows the contact M to restore 
to normal position. The starting circuit through 
contact Tb is likewise open as contact T has 
been transferred by cam t to the abnormal side 
Tf during the transmission of the signal, con 
necting the transfer element of contact T with 
contact d3 of Switch. D. The line circuit Within 
the transmitter is now restored to the normal 
condition. The next impulse transmitted Over 
the line from relay P will only energize the end 
of-line resistance R.E.2. This current is too weak 
to maintain relay ST energized through its right 
hand Winding and the relay releases Opening 
its contact 4, deenergizing relays P and Q. Re 
lay U deemergizes when relay Q releases and 
Opens its contact 3. 
Release of relay U also restores the normal 

supervisory circuit. Other transmitters are now 
able to transmit their signal in a similar way. . 
When the device switch. D is restored to contact 
d3 the normal condition, the associated trans 
mitter is operated again but through the nor 
mally open side Tf of cam contact T. The op 
eration is otherwise the same except that a 
slightly different code is transmitted by the cor 
responding side of the code wheel to indicate 
the restored condition. 

It will be noted that the ground detector G. 
is disconnected during transmission of a signal 3. 
by the opening of contact 8 of relay U. This 
permits operation of the system with a ground 
on the line. A break on the line will affect trans 
mitters located beyond the point of the break; 
but other transmitters will still be able to send 
signals. 
The purpose of contacts 6 and 7 of relay U, 

contact 4 of relay P, and contact 3 of relay Q is 
to energize relay U after half a cycle of opera 
tion of relays P and Q so as to insure a proper : 
starting impulse for the transmitter on the line 
before the current is interrupted. The second 
purpose is to have relay U release at the end of 
the signal at the moment when relays P and Q 
have completed their cycle so as to be sure that 
a new signal coming in immediately will start 
with the relays P and Q in their normal condi 
tion and that the time delay for the starting 
Operation will be always the same. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In combination, a source of direct current; 

a Series of transmitters; first and second lines 
extending from the first and second terminals 
of said source past said transmitters; marginal 
relays having their coils in the respective lines 
near said Source: each transmitter including a 
one-way rectifier, a motor operated by impulses, 
means to connect said lines through the rectifier 
to start the motor, motor operated means to 
change current flow in the lines to operate the 
marginal relays, and a code means operated by 
the motor to vary the current in said lines; 
starting means operated by the marginal relays: 
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pulsing means set in operation by the starting 
relay; a coding relay conductor having therein 
a marginal coding, relay; a reversing relay ener 
gized by the operation of the pulsing means and 
having means to disconnect the first line from 
first terminal and connect it to one end of the 
coding relay conductor, and disconnecting the 
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second line from second terminal and connect 
it to the first terminal; an interrupter operated 
by the pulsing means for intermittently con 
necting the other end of the coding relay con 
ductor to the second terminal to cause the motor 
to intermittently release its armature. 

2. In a signaling system, a loop circuit includ 
ing a transmitter and a source of potential, a 
pair of cooperating relays connected to said 
source for supplying driving pulses to said trans 
mitter, a ground detecting relay connected be 
tween said source and ground whereby a ground 
in said loop energizes said ground detecting re 
lay, means including a switch for starting said 
transmitter and means responsive to operation 
of said switch and one of the pulsing relays for 
opening the ground connection to said ground 
detecting relay. 

3. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
including a transmitter and a source of poten 
tial, a pair of cooperating relays connected to 
said Source for Supplying driving pulses to Said 
transmitter, means connected between said 
source and ground and responsive to ground 
conditions in said transmission line, means con 
nected in circuit with said transmitter for start 
ing the same and means responsive to operation 
of said transmitter starting means and one of 
the pulsing relays for removing the ground con 
nection to said ground responsive means where 
by transmission of signals is not interfered with 
by a ground in the system. - 

4. In a signaling system, a loop circuit in 
cluding a transmitter and a source of potential, 
a ground detecting relay connected between said 
Source and ground whereby a ground in said 
loop energizes said ground detecting relay and 
means for controlling said transmitter, said con 
trolling means including a pair of primary start 
ing relays connected one in each side of said 
loop for completing a starting circuit for the 
transmitter whereby a ground in one side of 
said loop effective to energize only one of said 
starting relays does not cause false transmitter 
Operation. 

5. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
including a transmitter and a source of potential, 
means connected between said source and ground 
for detecting ground conditions in said trans 
mission line, means for starting said transmit 
ter in response to a change in the current in 
said line and means connected in circuit with 
said transmission line for preventing false opera 
tion of said starting means upon the occurrence 
of a ground condition in said transmission line. 

6. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
including a transmitter and a source of poten 
tial, means connected between said source and 
ground for detecting ground conditions in said 
transmission line, means for starting said trans 
mitter, relay means connected in circuit with 
Said transmission line for preventing said trans 
mitter from starting upon the occurrence of a 
ground condition in said transmission line, and 
means responsive to said starting means for re 
moving the ground connection to said ground 
detecting means upon the occurrence of a sig 
naling condition on said transmission line. 

7. In a signaling System, a two-wire loop cir 
cuit including a transmitter and a source of 
potential, a break detecting relay connected in 
Series in Said loop circuit whereby a break in said 
loop circuit causes deenergization of said break 
detector and a break signal and switch means 
for reversing the polarity of the loop circuit and 



4. 
renoving said break detector from the operating 
circuit of said transmitter upon the occurrence 
of transmission of a signal, - 

8. In a signaling system, a loop circuit having 
at least two transmitters therein, a central sta 
tion including a recorder and a source of poten 
tial connected to said loop, a pair of normally 
unoperated marginal relays connected at Said 
central station, one in each side of Said loop, a 
rectifier tube connected to one side of each trans 
Initter, a magnetically operated switch connected 
to the other side of each transmitter, means in 
cluding a stepping magnet for operating said 
switch and transmitter, a switch connected be 
tween said rectifier and said magnet for estab 
lishing a circuit through said rectifier to operate 
said magnetically operated Switch and shunt the 
extended portions of said loop beyond the Oper 
ated transmitter whereby the current in the con 
nected portion of the loop increases, contacts 
operated by the stepping magnet for shunting 
said rectifier and further increasing the loop cur 
rent, a start circuit including a main starting re 
lay and the contacts of said marginal relays and 
energized by the increased current resulting from 
actuation of said magnet, a switching magnet 
actuated by said starting relay for changing the 
polarity of the potential connected to said loop 
whereby every rectifier at said transmitters ceases 
to function and prevents connection of other 
transmitters, a pulse transmitter connected to 
said loop by said switching magnet for driving 
said transmitter step by step through said step 
ping magnet, a second magnet at said transmitter 
having a lower resistance than the stepping mag 
net, a code wheel at said transmitter, Cam Oper 
ated switch means for connecting the contacts 
operated by said wheel and said second magnet 
in series and across said loop whereby impulses 
of greater than normal value are transmitted to 
said central office, a marginal coding relay in Said 
loop responsive to said code impulses for ener 
gizing said recorder in accordance with the trans 
initted code. 

9. In a signaling system, a loop circuit having 
at least two transmitters therein, a central office 
including a recorder and a source of potential 
connected to said loop, a unidirectional device 
connected to one side of each transmitter, Switch 
ing means at each transmitter for establishing a 
circuit through said device and shunting the 
outer portion of said loop. beyond an operated 
transmitter whereby the current in the connected 
portion of said loop increases to start the trans 
mitter, means operated by the transmitter to 
further increase the loop current, a marginal 
starting circuit at said central office responsive to 
the change of current in said line, means to 
change the polarity of the potential across Said 
loop in response to actuation of said starting cir 
cuit, whereby every unidirectional device at the 
transmitters in the connected portion of said loop 
ceases to function, a pulse transmitter connected 
to said loop in response to the closure of said 
starting circuit for driving the operating trans 
mitter, means at said transmitter for charging 
the current, value in said loop, a code. Wheel in 
said transmitter for controlling said means to 
transmit code impulses and a marginal means re 
sponsive to code impulses for operating said 
recorder. 

10. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
having at least two transmitters connected there 
in, a central office including a source of potential 
connected to said line, means for initiating Opera 
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tion of a transmitter: in response to signaling con 
dition, means responsive to initiation of Opera 
tion for disconnecting the outer portion of said 
transmission line, unidirectional devices con 
nected between the other portion of the trans 
mission line and each of the transmitters therein, 
means at the central office for changing the po 
larity of said transmission line in response to 
operation of said transmitter whereby the trans 
mitters in said other portion of the transmission 
line are rendered inoperative. by said unidirec 
tional devices and means for shunting the rectifier 
at the operated transmitting station whereby it 
is maintained operative. - - - - 

11. In a signaling System, a transmission line 
having at least tWO transmitters therein, a Source 
of potential connected to said transmission line, 
means for initiating operation of a transmitter 
in response to a predetermined signal condition, 
means responsive to initiation of operation of 
said transmitter for disconnecting the outer por 
tion of said transmission line whereby trans 
mitters in Said outer portion are disabled, and a 
unidirectional means associated with each trans 
mitter for disabling idle transmitters in the other 
portion of said transmission line whereby inter 
ference between transmitters is eliminated. 

12. In a signaling system, a two conductor line 
having at least two transmitters therein, a source 
of potential connected to said conductors, a uni 
directional means associated With each trans 
mitter, means including said unidirectional means 
for initiating operation of a transmitter in re 
sponse to a predetermined signal condition, 
means responsive to initiation of operation of 
Said transmitter for interrupting the Outer por 
tion of said two conductor line beyond the oper 
atting transmitter whereby transmitters in said 
outer portion are disabled, and means responsive 
to initiation of operation of said transmitter for 
reversing the connection of Said line to said 
source to reverse the polarity of said two con 
ductor line whereby the unidirectional devices be 
come effective to disable the remaining idle trans 
mitters in said line to eliminate interference be 
tWeen transmitters. 

13. In a signaling System, a transmission line 
including a transmitter therein, a central office 
associated with said transmission line, means to 
initiate operation of said transmitter, means 
responsive thereto for changing the current in 
said transmission line to create a control - condi 
tion, means at said central office responsive to said 
control condition to start operation of said trans 
mitter, means responsive to said starting opera 
tion for sending code by current conditions dif 
fering from the control condition and means at 
said central office responsive to the different cur 
rent conditions for receiving code signals. 

14. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
having a transmitter therein, a central office in 
cluding a recorder and a source of potential con 
nected to Said loop, means in each of said trans 
mitters for setting up a control condition in said 
transmission line, a pair of normally unoperated 
marginal relays connected at said central station, 
One in series relation with each side of said trans 
mission line, a marginal coding relay, a starting 
circuit at said central station including a main 
starting relay connected to the contacts of said 
pair of marginal relays and across said source of 
potential and responsive to said control condition 
Created at a transmitter, a pulse transmitter at 
Said central station, means for initiating the 
operation of said pulse transmitter in response 
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to operation of said starting circuit, means in 
cluding said pulse transmitter for establishing a 
circuit through said main starting relay, said line, 
said source and said marginal coding relay and 
for establishing a change of polarity in said trans 
mission line, and means at an operated trans 
mitter for changing the current condition in said 
transmission line in accordance with code signals 
for controlling said marginal coding relay to 
Cause said recorder to receive signals. 

15. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
having a transmitter therein for generating code 
impulses having certain characteristics, a central 
office including a recorder and a source of po 
tential Connected to said transmission line, means 
in each side of the transmission line at said cen 
tral office responsive to predetermined current 
conditions, a starting circuit including said means 
and responsive to a line-current control condi 
tion created at said transmitters, means con 
trolled by said starting circuit for reversing the 
polarity of said transmission line and initiating 
transmission of coded signals from said trans 
mitter, and means responsive to the signals for 
controlling Said recorder in accordance thereWith. 

16. In a transmitter, a motor comprising a 
pair of operating coils, one having less resistance 
than the other, a stepping mechanism, an arma 
ture engaging the stepping mechanism and hav 
ing lost motion. With respect thereto and driven 
by said coils, a pair of contacts adapted to be 
operated by said armature in predetermined time 
relation to operation of said stepping mechanism, 
a first cam and a first pair of Cooperating con 
tacts operated by said stepping mechanism, a 
second cam and a second pair of cooperating 
contacts operated by said stepping mechanism, 
a code wheel having teeth thereon and a third 
pair of contacts associated thereWith and oper 
ated by said stepping mechanism, a normal line 
circuit extending through one contact associated 
With said first Cam and One contact associated 
With said armature whereby the line is normally 
closed around said transmitter, an initial start 
ing circuit completed only under predetermined 4 
conditions including a rectifier, a starting Switch, 
the normally closed contact associated With Said 
second can, the normally closed contact of Said 
code wheel and one of said operating Coils. Where 
by the contact associated with said armature is 
opened to break the line circuit, the connection 
of the coil varies the current in the circuit to 
cause a control signal, and said rectifier is shunt 
ed by a contact associated with and operated by 
said armature whereby operating current of Op 
posite polarity can flow and a transmitting cir 
cuit which is closed through a contact associated 
with said code wheel, a contact associated with 
said first cam and the second operating coil 
whereby the code is transmitted at a different 
current value when the stepping mechanism is 
actuated. 

17. In a transmitting system, a line circuit, a 
first resistance, a second resistance having a dif 
ferent value, means including a unidirectional 
device responsive only to a predetermined condi 
tion in the line circuit for establishing a circuit 
through said first resistance and the line circuit 
to accomplish a control condition of the System 
and means responsive to said control condition 
for shunting said device and establishing a cir 
cuit including the line circuit and said Second 
resistance for generating a signal in the line 
circuit. 

18. In a transmitter, a motor comprising a 
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pair of operating coils, one having less resistance 
than the other, a stepping mechanism controlled 
by said motor, switching means controlled by 
said stepping mechanism for inserting one of 
said coils in an operating circuit to create a dis 
tinctive current condition for accomplishing a 
control function, a second switching means con 
trolled by said stepping mechanism in response 
to said control condition for connecting a second 
coil in an operating circuit to create a second 
current condition, and a coding means operated 
by said stepping mechanism for making and 
breaking the circuit through said second coil to 
utilize said second current condition for the pur 
pose of transmitting coded signals. 

19. In a transmitter, a motor comprising a 
pair of Operating coils, one having less resistance 
than the other, a stepping mechanism controlled 
by said coils, a Switch controlled by said stepping 
mechanism, means including a rectifier in circuit 
With said Switch adapted to conduct current of 
predetermined polarity whereby said transmitter 
can Operate only under predetermined conditions 
of polarity, a second switch controlled by said 
stepping mechanism for connecting one of said 
Operating coils in circuit to create a control con 
dition when the predetermined polarity condi 
tion exists, means responsive to said control con 
dition for shunting said rectifier and connecting 
a Second Operating coil in an operating circuit 
to create a distinctive current condition, and a 
coding device operated by said stepping mecha 
nism for making and breaking the circuit through 
Said Second operating coil to transmit a coded 
signal by means of the distinctive current condi 
tions created by said operating coil. 

20. In a signaling system, a transmission line 
including a plurality of transmitters and a source 
of potential therein, each transmitter including 
an initiating Switch, a rectifier and a motor in 
Series with said source whereby operation of 
Said Switch energizes said motor, a switch op 
erated by said motor for disconnecting said mo 
tor, a Switch operated by said motor for discon 
necting the outer portion of said line from said 
transmitter, switch means responsive to energiza 
tion of Said motor, a pair of parallel connected 
pulsing relays connected across said source by 
the Switch means and having contacts in said 
line and other contacts for alternately shunting 
each other whereby they operate in alternation, 
a transfer relay for reversing the connection of 
Said source to the line whereby said rectifier in 
each transmitter ceases to function, a contact 
closed by the release of the first one of said puls 
ing relays and a second contact closed when the 
Second pulsing relay is energized for energizing 
the transfer relay after one half an operating 
Cycle of the pair of pulsing relays and a second 
contact opened by said first pulsing relay for 
Opening Said line circuit to operate said motor 
and shunt the rectifier at the operative trans 
mitter to start the transmitter. 

21. In a signaling system, a transmission line, 
including a transmitter and a source of poten 
tial, initiating means for transmitting a starting 
inpuise from Said transmitter, means including 
an interrupter responsive to said starting pulse 
for driving said transmitter, and means whereby 
the initiating means does not operate unless the 
line is closed, 

22. In a signaling System, a transmission line 
including a plurality of transmitters and a source 
of potential, means for initiating operation of 
each transmitter, means responsive to the initiat 



ing means for disconnecting the outer portions of 
said transmission line and connecting the operat 
ing transmitter across said line, means connects 
ed to said line in response to said connection for 
operating a connected transmitter and means 
responsive to said last-mentioned means for dis 
abling the initiating means whereby only the op 
erating transmitter can operate. 

23. In a signaling system, a two-wire trans 
mission line including a plurality of transmitters 
and a source of energy, initiating means at each 
transmitter including a switch, a rectifier and a 
motor for connecting an operating transmitter 
to said line and disconnecting remote transmit 
ters, starting means responsive to operation of 
the initiating means, a pulse transmitter re 
sponsive to the starting means for driving said 
motor, switching means responsive to the pulse 
transmitter for reversing the polarity of said line 
with respect to said source of energy whereby 
the initiating circuits of said transmitters are 
disabled, code transmitting means operated by 
said motor, cam operated means driven by said 
motor for connecting said codemeans to the line 
for transmitting an alarm signal, switch means 
operated by said cam for controlling the starting 
means to restore the entire circuit to normal 
after the transmission of an alarm signal and a 
second cam means operated by the motor for 
preparing another initiating circuit whereby 
restoration of the first-mentioned switch at the 
operated transmitter to its normal position will 
start the transmission of a restoration signal. 

24. In a signaling System, a transmission line, 
a plurality of transmitters and a source of cur 
rent connected thereto, means including an initi 
ating circuit for each transmitter for transmit 
ting a starting signal Over said line, means con 
nected to said line in response to said starting 
signal for operating the active transmitter to 
send an alarm signal and means for condition 
ing said transmitter whereby it will send a resto 
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ration signal when said initiating circuit is re 
stored to normal. : : 

25. in a signaling system, a two-conductor 
transmission line, a plurality of transmitters and 
a source of current therein, means including an 
initiating circuit in each transmitter for discon 
necting one of said conductors and connecting the 
transmitter across the line whereby transmit 
ters in said one conductor beyond an active trans 
mitter are disabled, polarity responsive means in 
each initiating circuit and means responsive to 
connection of a transmitter to reverse the con 
nection of said source to said line whereby the 
polarity responsive means in idle transmitters 
connected to the other of said conductors be 
comes effective to disable said last-mentioned 
idle transmitters. - 

26. In a signaling system, a two-conductor 
transmission line, a plurality of transmitters and 
a source of current therein, means including an 
initiating circuit in each transmitter for discon 
necting one of said conductors and connecting 
the transmitter across the line whereby trans 
mitters in said one conductor beyond an active 
transmitter are disabled, polarity responsive 
means in each initiating circuit, means respon 
sive to connection of a transmitter to reverse the 
connection of said source to said line whereby 
the polarity responsive means in idle transmit 
ters connected to the other of said conductors be 
comes effective to disable said last-mentioned 
idle transmitters, means for driving each trans 
mitter until a complete alarm signal is trans 
mitted, means responsive to said driving means 
for restoring the normal connections of said 
transmitters to said conductors whereby said 
line is again rendered completely operative and 
means responsive to said restoration for restor 
ing the normal connection of said source where 
by the line is available to all transmitters. 
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